In addition to high bit error rates, large and sudden variations in delay often occur in wireless cellular networks. The delay can be several times the typical round-trip time, which can cause the spurious timeout. In this letter, we propose a new window control algorithm to improve TCP performance in wireless cellular networks with large delay variation and high bit error rates. Simulation results illustrate that our proposal improves the performance of TCP in terms of fairness and link utilization.
Introduction
The wireless networks have several features such as high bit error rates and large delay variation. In particular, the wireless cellular networks accommodating a variety of mobile devices has a sudden change of round-trip time (RTT) [1] . The delay variation can be caused by several factors such as the time-varying quality of the wireless link, handoff delay, and transmission interruptions due to the priority scheduling and the preemptive service [2] .
The sudden and large increase in RTT can lead to the spurious timeout and trigger two undesirable behaviors [4] . First, TCP interprets the spurious timeout as being caused by packet losses and unnecessarily retransmits packets which are presumed lost. Moreover, the congestion avoidance mechanism falsely reduces the window size leading to low throughput. Although several solutions for wireless TCP such as TCP-Jersey [3] can improve TCP performance under the wireless packet loss, they do not consider the spurious timeout. To alleviate the effect of delay variation, Eifel [4] and DualRTT [5] have been proposed. They can effectively detect the spurious timeout and improve TCP performance. However, after detecting the spurious timeout, they set the window size in appropriately resulting in poor fairness and low throughput. In this letter, we propose a new window control algorithm to improve TCP performance in the wireless cellular networks with large delay variation. 
Window Control Algorithm
In this letter, we consider TCP flows from the fixed hosts to the mobile hosts and a single bottleneck link. Due to the difference of network bandwidth between wired and wireless links, a base station is liable to be a bottleneck. We assume that the outgoing link of the base station is the bottleneck link. Let M be the number of active flows routed through the base station. Each flow has a different RTT and experiences a different sudden change of RTT. Let
where x is the smallest integer larger than x, τ s is a predefined common value, and RT T i (n) is the estimated RTT of flow i at time n, respectively. Moreover, we assume that a sender updates its window size every its RTT. Then, the system can be described by a discrete-time model where the duration of a time slot is determined by τ s . First of all, we consider the packet loss due to high bit error rates. The existing TCP algorithm, such as Reno, treats the occurrence of packet loss as a manifestation of network congestion. This assumption may not be applied to the networks with wireless links, in which packet loss is often induced by link error, or causes other than network congestion. Misinterpretation of random packet loss as an indication of network congestion causes TCP senders to back down the window size unnecessarily, resulting in significant TCP performance degradation. If a packet loss due to the network congestion is eliminated, senders can see only the wireless losses. In this case, when a packet loss occurs, we can improve TCP performance by not halving the window size and just retransmitting the lost packet. For the sake of this purpose, we introduce the feedback value, FV, computed by the router, as follows:
where q th is the queue threshold and q(n) is a queue length at time n. The queue length can be described as
where C is the bottleneck link bandwidth and [·] + = max(0, ·). Moreover, A i (n − 1) is the number of arriving packets at the base station from flow i during the time slot [n − 1, n). The feedback value is computed every τ s and carried by returning TCP acknowledgements (ACKs) in the Copyright c 2009 The Institute of Electronics, Information and Communication Engineers advertised window (AWND) field. If the current value in the AWND field exceeds the feedback value computed by the router, it is overwritten newly by the computed feedback value. Senders receive the smallest feedback value. This value explicitly does not only notify senders of the bottleneck queue length, but also helps senders to avoid the overflow.
Secondly, we consider another feature, the sudden and large increase or decrease of RTT. We denote a set K i = {k i j | j = 0, · · · , N i } where k i j represents time n when flow i experiences the sudden change of RTT, and N i is the frequency of sudden RTT change of flow i throughout the live time of the flow. Then,
If there are 6 sudden changes of RTT, then N i = 6. For the sake of convenience, we denote
Eifel [4] and DualRTT [5] propose algorithms to detect the spurious timeout. When timeout occurs, they store the current values of the slow start threshold and the window size. If the spurious timeout is detected, the sender simply restores the slow start threshold and the congestion window to the stored values. However, since a flow with a large increase of RTT can not send new packets nor increase its window size during the spurious timeout, its throughput is lower than those of other flows without large RTT increase. In addition, since the throughput is inversely proportional to the RTT, fairness also deteriorates. Thus, instead of setting the congestion window to the previous size, a sender should increase the window size fast to improve throughput and fairness after detecting the spurious timeout. Moreover, in case of decrease of RTT, since the increased window size may impose traffic burden on the network, the window size should decrease fast.
Therefore, from the assumption that the sender updates its window size every its RTT, considering two features such as high bit error rates and RTT variation in wireless cellular networks, we introduce a new window control algorithm as follows:
where α and β are positive control parameters, d ib = τ ib τs , and τ ib is the propagation delay of flow i from the base station to a sender. Multiplying FV by their RTTs, we can guarantee fairness among flows with different RTTs. After detecting the spurious timeout, to compensate a low throughput due to the large increase of RTT, we increase the congestion window fast by multiplying the ratio,
by the previous window size. Hence, fairness can improve and the link utilization can also increase fast. In the case of the large decrease of RTT, to avoid congestion, we decrease the large congestion window by multiplying the ratio
Furthermore, through FV, the queue length will be adjusted after one RTT. If the router has enough buffer space to hold the sudden burst of packets, there will be no packet loss due to the overflow. Thus, when a packet loss occurs, we treat it as an indication of link error and just retransmit it without decreasing the window size. In our proposal, the senders do not need any additional information except the feedback value from the bottleneck link. The receivers also do not need additional functions. Thus, since the proposal uses the existing AWND field and the estimated RTT without additional fields and information, it can be easily deployed to the wireless cellular networks. Consequently, we can improve TCP performance in wireless cellular networks with high bit error rates and large RTT variation.
Equilibrium Point and Asymptotic Stability
In this section, we investigate the equilibrium point and the condition for asymptotic stability. To analyze the asymptotic stability, we approximate the system based on the sense of average. Letŵ i (n) denote the average window size of TCP flow i at time n. Since each TCP flow i updates its window size every its RTT, we assume that flow i sends
every time slot on the average sense. Then, from (3), the average window size denoted byŵ i (n) =
whereq(n) is the approximate queue length at time n. Let τ i f be the propagation delay of flow i from a sender to the base station and
Since flow i sendsŵ i (n) packets every time slot, we approximate A i (n − 1) ŵ i (n − d i f ). Then, as it follows from (2),q(n) can be written aŝ
Letŵ is andq s be the equilibrium point ofŵ i (n) and q(n). Then, from (4) and (5) to guaranteeŵ is > 0 andq s > 0. Then,q s is stabilized at a certain value smaller than q th and greater than zero. Moreover, the throughput of each flow, which is represented byŵ is /τ s for all i, is same as C M . Therefore, each flow achieves the high throughput and shares the bandwidth fairly.
Let x i (n) =ŵ i (n) −ŵ is and y(n) =q(n) −q s . Then, we rewrite (4) and (5) as follows:
When packets are considered as losses due to the spurious timeout, a sender is in the slow start phase, the window size is set to one, and the retransmission of them is triggered. However, in case that the retransmission packets arrive at receivers earlier than the delayed packets do, we cannot detect the spurious timeout with Eifel [4] and Dual-RTT [5] which use ACKs. This is because a receiver does not generate ACKs by the duplicate packets. Thus, since l i j is bounded, we denote φ = max(l i j ).
For the purpose of simplicity, we assume that the delay from each sender to the bottleneck link is identical with (6) and (7) can be rewritten as follows:
where γ d is the number of flows with delay d,
T . Then, we obtain
where
The characteristic polynomial of A is described by
Thus, if all R(h) are inside the unit circle, the equilibrium point is asymptotically stable.
Remark. In contrast to the wired networks, the wireless networks have the variable capacity, depending on many factors such as distance and multipath interference [6] . Then, the capacity, C, can be rewritten as C· (1−e(n) ), where e(n) denotes the stochastic process of packet loss ratio at time n. However, since C can generally take arbitrarily large value, but 0 ≤ e(n) ≤ 1, on the average sense, C · (1 − e(n)) can be represented as the constant value, C · (1 − P e ), where P e = E[e(n)]. Let C = C · (1 − P e ). Then, our results including the stability condition in this letter do not change except C is replaced by C . Particularly, the throughput of each flow can be expressed as
. We verify this result through simulations.
Simulation
In this section, we compare our proposal with TCP-Jersey [3] and DualRTT [5] and illustrate improvement in terms of fairness and link utilization. To compare fairness, we use the Jain's fairness index, Λ, which is defined as follows [7] : If there are M flows and each flow is characterised by its av-
, where 1/M ≤ Λ ≤ 1. A perfectly fair bandwidth allocation would result in Λ = 1. Moreover, in order to detect the spurious timeout, we use Eifel algorithm [4] . For DualRTT [5] , we set a parameter τ = 0.5. The network topology with a single bottleneck link is a dumbbell. The bottleneck link bandwidth, C, is 2500 packets/s. We set τ s = 0.1 sec, q th = 400 packets. The value of α = 0.6, and β = 0.3 are used for stability unless otherwise indicated. The simulation time is 100 sec. The throughput is in the unit of packets/s. In the first simulation, to investigate the TCP performance only in the presence of the delay variation, we assume P e = 0%. There are two flows with the same minimum RTT, 0.1 sec. TCP flow 1 experiences the sudden and large change of RTT and TCP flow 2 has no sudden variation of RTT. Table 1 Table 1 shows that the throughput of each flow in our proposal is similar. Moreover, our proposal has higher throughput than those of TCP-Jersey and DualRTT. Since TCP-Jersey can not detect the spurious timeout, it has the lowest throughput. Therefore, our proposal guarantees fairness among flows and achieves the high throughput.
In the second simulation, we assume that there are ten flows with different minimum RTTs. The minimum RTT of TCP flow 1-3 and TCP flow 10 is 0.1 sec, the minimum RTT of TCP flow 4-6 is 0.2 sec, the minimum RTT of TCP flow 7 is 0.3 sec, the minimum RTT of TCP flow 8 is 0.4 sec, and the minimum RTT of TCP flow 9 is 0.5 sec. Each flow experiences a different delay variation. The delay variations caused by several reasons such as handoff delay are likely to exceed the typical round-trip time several times. To simulate such scenarios, the length of large change of RTT is distributed between (0.2, 1) sec, with interval between delay variations being distributed between (5, 20) sec. TCP flow 10 does not experience the sudden change of RTT. Irrespective of different RTTs and large variation of RTTs, Table 2 shows that our proposal provides flows with bandwidth fairly. As P e increases, it is also observed that our proposal achieves significantly higher throughput than that of Dual-RTT. This is because DualRTT unnecessarily decreases the window size under the wireless packet loss. Although the throughput does not severely degrades by wireless packet losses, TCP-Jersey leads to poor fairness due to large variation of RTT. Considering the varying capacity, we can observe that our throughput from the simulations is similar to the estimated results,
M . In addition, Fig. 1 illustrates that the link utilization of our proposal tends to converge to 100%, but DualRTT and TCP-Jersey do not. Therefore, our proposal improves the link utilization by increasing the congestion window fast after detecting the large increase of RTT.
In the last simulation, we compare the average throughput of each flow when our proposal flows coexist TCP Reno flows. We set α = 0.15 and β = 0.1. The number of flows is 10. We set the minimum RTT and the delay variation of each flow to the same parameter with the second simulation.
As shown in Table 3 , TCP Reno flows have the lower average throughput than proposal flows do. This degradation of TCP Reno flows is not due to our proposal, but due to the problem of TCP Reno flows, i.e., TCP Reno flows unnecessarily reduce their transmission rates at a wireless packet loss and the spurious timeout. Moreover, irrespective of the number of proposal flows, TCP Reno flows have the similar average throughput. It means that our proposal does not penalize the existing TCP Reno flows.
Conclusion
In this letter, we propose a new window control algorithm to regulate window size according to the change of RTT. It uses the queue length and the ratio of the current RTT to the previous RTT. The simulation results show that the proposed algorithm helps us to utilize the link bandwidth efficiently while providing fairness among flows in the wireless cellular networks with high bit error rates and large variation of RTT.
